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### Editorial
The Epidemiology Issue

### Letters

### News & Comment
- United States Floats Proposal to Help Prevent Global Ozone Depletion
- Changing of the Senate Guard
- Qualified Approval for Binary Chemical Weapons
- Office of Naval Research Marks 40th Anniversary
- Elections Bring Some Financial Relief for British Scientists
- Congress to Investigate Charges That OMB Is Obstructing Data Collection
- France to Keep New Research Degree
- Division, Confusion Found on Campus

Briefing: California Ballot ■ NASA Looks to Ariane ■ Soviet Nuclear Plans

### Research News
- Myths and Methods in Ice Age Art
- Debate About Epilepsy: What Initiates Seizures?
- Self-Interest in Politics Earns a Nobel Prize

### Articles

#### Frontiers in Biology: Epidemiology

- New Prospects for Epidemiologic Investigations: R. I. Glass
- Epidemiology of Drug Abuse: An Overview: N. J. Koze1 and E. H. Adams
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